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ABSTRACT

To date, satisfactory temperature monitoring during the
clinical application of localized hyperthermia can only be
achieved using invasive thermometry techniques. However,
since the temperature can only be sampled at a limited
number of locations using invasive thermometry, the
temperatures in the majority of the tissue remain unknown"
À mathematical model, the bioheat equation, which may be
used to predict the resulting temperature distribution in a
given tissue or tumor voLume for a given Specific Absorption
Rate di stribut ion i s presented. F ini te di f ference
techniques are then used to solve the governing partial
dif ferential equation.

The model is applied to study the self-heating of
metallic thermometers under microwave irradiation and its
effects on the steady-state temperature distribution. The
results indicate that perturbations ,in the steady-state
temperature distribution as great as 3oC may occur"

The model is further used to assess the thermal
clearance technique for measuring blood perfusion Ievels. In
addition, the consequences of the thermometer self-heating
on thermal clearance measurements are investigated" It is
shown that the calculated blood perfusion leveIs are
susceptible to thermal conduction effects and that the
characteristics of the thermometer probe play a significant
role "
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE CANCER PROBLEM

Cancer is the second most common cause of death in North

America " ( 1 ) It kills approximately 440,000 North Àmericans

annually and its incidence appears to be increasing by

approximately 2% each year. Forty years ago, fewer than 1

out of every 5 people diagnosed with cancer survived. Today

1 out of every 3 survives. Lung cancer is an exception in

that its incidence and mortality is rising in both men and

women. Cancer affects every age group, both sexes and every

part of the body. More men die of cancer than women and more

than half of all deaths occur after age 65. Most neoplasms

appear to arise from a single cell that undergoes malignant

Lransformation. If uncontrolled, cancer cells proliferate

without organization and often vrithout differentiation,
invading normal tissues, disrupting body functions and

eventually leading to the death of the host. The cancer may

remain at the primary site or it may spread to other sites
via blood or lymphatic routes.

1-



1"2 CONVENTT ONAL TREÀTMENTS

The managemenL of cancer has changed dramatically during

the past. two decades. Treatment modalities have been refined

to the point where each, alone, can produce positive
results. However, the most important advance in cancer

treatment has come from the reaÌization that the best

treatment is often some combination of the conventional

modalities: sur9ery, radiat ion therapy and

chemotherapy . (2,3 ) local control of cancer is commonly

attempted with surgery or radiation therapy. These

techniques however, are not capable of controlling systemic

disease to which purpose chemotherapy is applied.

Whi l-e ef f ect ive in the area of the pr imary tumor , surgery

can do little for neoplasms outside the operative field. In

addition, surgery cannot be performed on patients classified
as high operative risks"

Ionizíng radiations are effective in controlling a wide

variety of malignant tumors and consequently they are used

in the management of approximately two thirds of all
patients with cancer" The application of radiation therapy

seldom reguires hospitalization or anesthetics and is Iess

influenced by any concurrent medical problems the patient

may have, âfI of which represent an advantage over surgery"
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fChemotherapy is generally used for systemic control o

cancer" In this modaliLy, chemical reagents that have a

specific and toxic effect upon the cancer are administered

to the patient. Selective toxicity is possible primarily
because of quant.itative, not qualitative, differences

between malignant and normal ceIIs. Because of this, some

degree of injury to normal tissues occurs. Fortunately,

normal cells and cancer cells are not always equally

vulnerable, though the margin of

narrol¡.

safety is often very

1 .3 HYPERTHERMIA

The term HYPERTHERMIA (Greek;Hyper-above;lherme-heat)

means elevated temperature and is biomedically employed to

denote a febrile state as the result of thermotherapy. The

attempt to exploit elevated temperatures to control
malignant tumors has a history longer than the use of

ionizing radiations and can be traced to 400 8"C., âs

recorded in the writings of Hypocrates.(4)

The recent renewal of a strong interest in the use of

Hyperthermia for the treatment of malignant disease is
Iikely to last as it is based on documented clinical
evidence of tumor regression and on encouraging results from

extensive laborat.ory experiments with both in-vivo and

in-vitro systems, It is known that exposure of malignant



cells to temperatures between

totally inhibit their growth"

will also suffer damage or

sensitivity appears to be less

fraction wiIl survive.

4

42 and ¿5oC may retard or

SimilarIy heated normal ceIIs

destruction, but their neL

pronounced and a larger cel1

While localized hyperthermia can induce regressions in

human neoplasms by itself, superior results can be obtained

by integrating hyperthermia with chemotherapy or

radiotherapy.(2,5,6) This combination of heat and ionizíng
radiation or chemotherapeutic agents can aIlow for reduced

dosage reguirements to effect a particular response to

treatment " 0 ) Several clinical trials have demonstrated that

hyperthermia, âs an adjuvant to radiation therapyr câÍr

produce higher tumor response rates than the same

irradiation alone while minimal enhancement of irradiation
effects on normal tissues have been reported.(8)

The effectiveness of hyperthermia depends both on the

ability to raise the temperature of the tumor-bearing tissue

and to maintain it at a certain level for a period of time

while sparing any normal tissue from excessive heat damage.

The diffícuIt part of this treatment is, predictably, the

delivery of well controlled heat into the body I a complex

biological system.



1.4 BTOLOGTCAL BAS.IS

Hyperthermia is useful in combination H,ith radiotherapy

for many reasons. First, it has been shown that heat

interacts synergistically with radiation. Those cells that
are the most resistant to radiation, S-phase cells in the

ÐNA synthetic phase, are the most sensitive to heat. In

addition radioresistant hypoxic celIs are believed to be at

least as sensitive to heat as radiosensitive oxygenated

celIs.

FurLhermore, exper iment s have indicated that

nutritionally deprived ceI1s, which probably exist in many

tumors, are more sensitive to heat than adequately fed

celIs. I t is commonly thought ( 1 1 ) that heat may be more

damaging at low pH, and as tumors tend to be acidic due to

anaerobic metabolism, they should be preferentially more

sensitive to heat than normal tissue. It is also possible

that neoplastic ce1ls may be intrinsically more sensitive to

heat than normal cells,

FinaIIy, heat has been shown to prevent the repair of

potentially Iethal damage(pr,p) from x-rays. Since the

repair of PLÐ is observed in irradiated tumors (probably in

the nutritionally deficient cells) but presumably does not

occur in normal cells, heat would be expected to be

selective in potentiating the radiation response of the

tumor.



1.5

1"5.1

PHYST OLOGT CÀL CONSIDERÀTI ONS

Tumor Vasculature and Differential Heatinq

One of the most critical effects to be considered in the

planning, application and assessment of a hyperthermia

treatment is the effect of blood f1ow. Blood flow plays a

major role in heat dissipation especially in large well

perfused tissue masses, and can have a profound effect on

the outcome of a treatment. As well, the growth and

continued expansion of a tumor depend upon the development

of neovasculature v¡hich differs from normal vasculature in

va r i ous v¡ays .

Tumor vasculature develops from preexisting normal

vessels and morphologically resembles Iarge tortuous

capillaries. It is often irregular with substantial

regional variations in blood flow throughout the tumor" In

addition, hypovascularized regions within a tumor are not

uncommon. Normal tissue perfusion rates however also vary

substantially and are organ or tissue type dependent.

Generally tumor blood flow rates lie between those of

resting peripheral tissues and several highly perfused

organs. Blood flow in muscle and skin however, increases

markedly with temperature. In addition, tumor vasculature

is more vul-nerable to heat damage than the vascular beds in

normal tissue.(9) This increase in blood flow in human skin,

muscle and faE, coupled with the decrease in blood flow in
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tumor tissue as a result of vascular damage, ñêy permit the

differential heating of some tùmors or tumor regions when

heat is deposited equally in tumor and normal tissue" Thus

effective differential heating occurs when the blood flow of

any overlying and adjacent normal tissue is greater than the

flow in tumor tissue even if the energy is deposited

uniformly in both tissues. Generally however, variations in

blood flow within tumors and at the normal tissue/ tumor

tissue margin will preclude uniform tumor heating. It has

been shown that small differences in tissue temperature may

be expected to have a major impact on tissue response to

hyperthermia"(10) This is one reason why hyperthermia wilI
be most effectively applied in combination with other forms

of therapy.

1 .5.2 pH and Thermal Sensitivitv

The second major rational for hyperthermia in cancer

therapy is based on the low pH of tumors compared to normal

tissues, âs mentioned above. It is an established fact that

an acidic environment greatly increases thermal damage.(11)

The microenvironment in malignant tumors is intrinsically
acidic relative to normal tissue probably due to the

elevated level of glycotic metabolism accompanied by the

formation of lact ic ac id. Lact ic ac id formation is

increased due to an enhanced metabolic rate withouL a

concomitant increase in the oxygen supply, Lo¡v blood flow
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resulting from vascular damage by heat then leads to

insufficient drainage of the lactic acid resulting in

sustained depression of the pH.

Many studies have demonstrated that although regional

variations exist the average and extreme extracellular pH

values are lower in tumor than in normal tissue. (9)

Generally, the larger the tumor the more acidic it will be"

Song ( 1 '1 ) has ,ho*nt that hyperthermia itself triggers an

immediate and significant decrease in pH in tumors. Thus pH

tends to decrease as more hyperthermia sessions are

administered. Studies have shown that a reduction in the pH

of the extracellular medium below 7.0 results in a marked

reduction in the fraction of cel1s surviving heat treatment

at 42oc.(10)

In general, the magnitude of the pH sensitivity effects
is most pronounced in the 41-434C temperature range and

decreases at .higher temperatures. There are indications
that in addition to enhancing the heat killing directly,
acidic conditions also inhibit the repair of thermal damage

and the development of thermal tolerance.(12) The decrease

in intratumor pH by heat may therefore have a profound

effect on the thermal damage on tumor cells in vivo.

Goldin(13) showed that decreased extracellular pH (<7.0)

reduced the development of thermotolerance and reduced

recovery from potentially lethal hyperthermia damage" pH
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ofalso plays an

the rmotolerance

important role in the inhibition
induction as will be discussed beIow,

1 ,5.3 Oxyqen ContenL

A vitally important difference between x-ray therapy and

hyperthermia treatment is the response of hypoxic cel1s to
the two modalities. Hypoxia protects cells from the killing
effect of x-rays. By contrast, hypoxic cells are not more

resistant than aerobic cel1s to hyperthermia and evidence

suggests that they are slightly more sensitive. (14) This

increased sensitivity of hypoxic ceIIs relative to aerobic

ceIls is not due to hypoxia per se but is a conseguence of

the lowered pH or the nutritional deficiency that cel1s

suffer as a result of hypoxia. Cells nutritionally deprived

or at a decreased pH are likely more sensitive to heat even

when aerobic. Since these suboptimal conditions often apply

to tumors, where hypoxic cells may be deprived of nutrients
due to an over stretched vascular supply and may be in a low

pH environment due to an accumulation of lactic acid, it may

be that hypoxic tumor celIs in vivo are also particularly

vuLnerable to killing by heat. Decreased oxygen tension in
the smooth muscle of blood vessels and in the parenchymal

ce1Is, lacking in tumor vasculature, causes vasodilation and

opening of more capillaries resulting in increased blood

flow through normal tissue. Since tumor vasculature cannot

respond in this wêy, this may lead to differential heating

of the tumor versus normal tissue as discussed earlier"
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1"5.4 Nutrient Availabilitv

Under conditions of extreme nutrient deprivation cell
death occurs rapidly at 374C. Nutrient deprivation probably

gives rise to the necrotic foci which are observed in tumors

as the radial distance from functioning capillaries
increases. Between the nutrient rich capillaries and the

necrotic zone lie viable ce1ls r.rithin a gradient of

decreasing oxygen and glucose concentration. The presence

or absence of either oxygen or glucose alone has little
effect on the thermal sensitivity. (15) However, when the

supply of both nutrients is sufficiently reduced to bring

about a reduction in intracellular adenosine triphosphate
(etp) levels, thermal sensitivity is enhanced markedly.

Thus it is not nutrient concentration alone but the effect
of nutrient level on the intracellular ÀTP concentration

that affects thermal sensitivity. Nutrient availability and

pH are closely related to one another in terms of their
effect on tissue sensitivity to heat. Modification of

thermal sensitivity by nutrient availability is dependent

upon pH. The greatest effect occurs at an alkaline pH and

the effect is minimized as the pH is reduced.

1 .5.5 Thermotolerance

Thermotolerance is defined, for temperatures above 43oC,

as the resistance to a second heat dose following an initial
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heat challenge and incubation at 37 ec. ( I ¿ ) The greater

sensitivity of cells at low pH, the reduced thermal

resistance at low pH and the possibly reduced capacity Lo

accumulate sublethal damage (Sro) all imply that a

fractionated therapy regimen may be improved by selecting

intervals that al1ow normal tissue maximal opportunity to
develop thermotolerance

Thermotolerance is not permanent but it does persist for

some time after the cells are returned to 3ZoC. The degree

of thermotolerance is dependent on the magnitude of the

first treatment, with respect to both temperature and

duration of treatment " The time required for the

development of maximum thermotolerance also varies with the

magnitude of the initial heat treatment from a few hours,

following a very mild initial treatment to 10 to 15 hours

following a severe initial treatment. The effects may sti11

be apparent several days later, significantly modifying the

cellular response to a second treatment. Thus a knowledge

of tissue tolerance decay kinetics could be of substantial

assistance in designing hyperthermia fractionation protocols

which minimize damage to heated normal tissues while

maximizing damage to tumor tissue.(16) Note that this is

guite different from the repair observed with x-rays; the

repair of SLD following an exposure to x-rays is complete

within approximately two hours.
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1.6 TECHNTQUES OF HEÀT DELIVERY

The delivery of energy to tumors without unacceptable

normal tissue heating is a necessary prerequisite for the

clinical application of hyperthermia. The methods used for
clinical hyperthermia can be divided into three areas:

Ioca1, focal and whole-body techniques.

In Ioca1, energy from some externally placed

electromagnetic (eu) or ultrasound(uS ) power source is
deposited in a large volume which includes the tumor and

reliance is placed on the existence of differential
properties of the tumor to cause its temperature to rise
higher than that of the neighboring normal tissues" For

this reason precise knowledge of tumor location and geometry

is not important.

In contrast, focal techniques deposit energy directly in

the tumor volume. Thus less reliance is placed upon special

tumor properties with the requirement that the energy must

be directed precisely at the tumor"

In whole-body hyperthermia the entire body is raised to a

minimally therapeutic temperature. This work will deal

primarily with electromagnetic locaI heating techniques as

described below,
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1.6.1 Electromaqnetic Techniques

Electromagnetic techniques are commonly used to heat

superficial tumors and those located at a few centimeters

depth. Microwaves have an advantage over US in that they

are not hindered by bones and are particularly useful for

applications involving Iung tissues because of the lower

attenuat ion in a i r and hence better penetrat ion. ( 1 7 )

Electromagnetic heating then, is the method of choice in

areas such as the lungs, stomach, boweI, bladder, recium and

pelvis due to the presence of air.(17) AIso, since EM energy

is not hindered by bones it can be used in the chest area

and all portions of the upper and lower extremit ies.

However, a depth of penetration greater than a few

centimeters is generally difficult to attain although forced

surface cooling can aid in increasing the depth of

penetration. The frequency of the incident EM wave also has

an effect on the depth of penetration. An increase in the

frequency of the wave usually leads to a decrease in the

depth of penetration. Because of this frequency dependence,

Èo heat tumors at various depths it is desirable to have a

generator which covers a range of bandwidths. For

hyperthermia the EM generators that are commercially

available operate at frequencies of 13"56, 27.12, 40.68, 915

and 2450 MHz. A f requency of 433 i'tftlz is also authorized in

Europe.
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The povrer range used in hyperthermia also var ies ,

normally within a range of 10 to 500 Watts for a single

appl icator at mic rowave f requenc i es of 91 5 and 2450 Wz 
"

The calculations perf ormed in this work are f or 2450 Wz

waves. Às focusing .is very difficult with microwaves,

particularly at the lower frequencies needed for adequate

penetration, focal methods are not widely used.

WhiIe microwaves have many desirable characteristics in

terms of their heating ability, interaction of EM radiation
with metallic temperature monitoring devices is possible and

this can lead to difficulties in monitoring the temperature,

This problem is discussed in detail in Chapter 4" Ànother

disadvantage in using EM radiation is that large reflections
can occur at the fat/muscle interfaces possibly generating

standing waves in the subcutaneous fat layer thus creating

hot spots.

1 .6.1 .1 Interaction of EM-Waves with Materials

Materials are composed of atoms made up of positively and

negatively charged particles. When an electric or magnetic

field is impressed upon a material it exerts forces on these

charged particles causing them to undergo displacements or

rearrangements to modify the incident fields" Since tissue

is a nonmagnetic material, there are only three basic

mechanisms that can describe its interaction with EM waves.



These include:

conduct ion ( f ree )

displacement or

electrons and ions

drift of

in the

to produce

isting dipoles

polarization of aLoms and molecules

moments; orientation of the already ex

direction of the applied E-fieId.

15

the

t i ssue;

d i pole

in the

Generally, the heat produced by the absorbed power is
related to the orientational friction associated with the

vibration of atoms and molecules in the time-varying fields
as well as the collisions of the free conducting electrons

with other atoms and molecules " At microwave

freguencies(30OMHz to 3OGHz)ttre rotation of water molecules

dominates all other interactions; therefore water-containing

tissues Iike skin and muscle are usually good microwave

absorbers.

1 .6.2 Ultrasound

Ultrasound, while not dealt with directly in this work,

deserves mention here as it is a commonly used method of

producing deep heating in hyperthermia cancer therapy. Its
primary advantage is its large depth of penetration and the

ease with which the US waves can be focused. Vibration due

to the passage of ultrasound waves through tissues causes

the displacement of the t.issues molecules. Heating is
produced as a result of the absorption of this vibrational
energy in the tissue.
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The speed of sound in t.issue is much lower than the

velocity of EM wave propagation. This difference in

velocities and differences in the US and EM radiation
results in vast di fferences between ultrasonic and EM

heating. Because of the relativety low speed of sound in

tissue (1"5x10**5 cm/sec) at frequencies between 1 and 10

MHz the acoustical $rave lengths (between 1"5 to 0.15 mm) are

much shorter than those in the EM range. This frequency

range is sti11 high enough however to avoid excessive tissue

absorption and as a result provides deep penetration in

tissue.

Propagation

microwave beams.

of US in the body is similar to that of

The acoustic impedance Zx is related to

the velocity of ultrasound V (speed of sound in region x in

m/sec) and the average density of tissue px (kg/n3) by the

equation Zx=Px*V . Àt ultrasound frequencies both the

speed of sound and the average density are almost constant

for most tissues, except bone, and as a result the acoustic

impedance Zx is constant for different tissues. Because of

this, internal reflections between fat and muscle are

usually neglected. However propagation of US $¡aves in bone

and air differs markedly from that of soft tissue due to

acoustic impedance mismatch and as a result a great deal of

reflection occurs at interfaces with these surfaces. This

is a major disadvantage with the ultrasound technique. Due

to difficulties encounLered in monitoring temperatures,
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especially at depth, the majority of Lumors treated today

are close to the surface where microwaves are most efficient
at heating.

1"6"3 Capacitively Coupled RF or Microwave Electrodes

Capacitively coupled radiofrequency or mlcrovJave

electrodes are simple devices which operate at low

frequenc ies ( 1 OKHz to 30OMHz ) . In the capacitive mode,

either RF or microwave current, pãsses from one electrode to
another through tissue interposed between a set of

electrodes.

c on t roI led

The shape of the heated region can be

to some extent by the e lec t rode

configuration. ( 18,1 9) Unfortunately, excessive heating of

the fat layer, ât fat/muscle interfaces, is often a problem

with this method of heating. In addition, burns may occur

along the edge of the electrodes due to the high current

density there"

1.6"4 MuItiple-Applicator Focused Heatinq Technigues

Electromagnetic focused heating techniques or phased

arrays, can deposit power at depth relatively uniformly.

However this does not necessarily lead to adequate or even

predictable temperature distributions in deep seated

tumors.(20,21) The units are very complicated to operate due

in part to the di f f iculty of predict ing the spec i f ic
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absorption rate pattern in a given patient. Furthermore,

energy coupling is very sensitive to the load and operating

freguency, and must be adjusted for each patient.(22)
Focused US heating techniques with plane v¡ave transducers

have also been used for cancer therapy and are capable of

delivering highly focused energy to deep seated tissue

volumes.(21) However, as discussed earlier, ultrasound waves

do not propagate through air cavities and are reflected and

absorbed by bone thus limiting their use to only a select

number of sites.

1 "5"5 Interstitial Techniques

Interstitial techniques have been used for producing

controlled temperatures in small volumes.(22) Wittr these

techniques the ability to heat the proper volume is not in

question, the major concern is the invasive nature of the

procedure and the surgical requirements. Interstitial
techniques include:

1. localized current fields
2. micror+aves radiated f rom needle dipoles

3" finite sized ferromagnetic implants

4" injected ferromagnetic fluids"

Care must be taken with interstitial techniques as

metastasis caused by delivering heat invasively might

increase with the disruption of blood vessels and mechanical

probing of the tumor.
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1 "6 "6 Whole-Bodv Hvperthermia

The same methods appl icable for induc ing regional

hyperthermia can also be used to induce systemic

hyperthermia"(23) Hot water/wax baths have also been used as

well as a method which extracts the blood and circulates it
through a heat exchanger before returning it to the patient.
Historically whole-body hyperthermia has been used in

combination with chemotherapy as a systemic therapy against

metastatic disease rather than with'radiotherapy to treat
localized tumors. (7)

1.7 THERMAL DOSIMETRY ÀND THERMOMETRY

Some quantitative criteria for characterizing thermal

treatments is required to allow a valid comparison of

clinical trials. To date, a satisfactory definition of

thermal dose has not been developed. The conventional

method of determining the dose, by using the energy

deposited per gram of tissue, âs in radiation studies, is
not suitable for hyperthermia as the heat damage is not

dependent on the power deposited but on the temperature

achieved and the time that temperature is maintained"

A nonlinear relationship exists between temperature and

heating time. The relationship undergoes a transition in

the 42 to 43 oC t.emperature range above which , a change in

temperature of 1 
*C is equivalent to a change in heating time
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by a factor of two, to produce the same level of damage,

Below this transition point a change of 1 
oC is equivalent to

a change in heating time by a factor of four to six"(24)

Many definiLions of thermal dose have been discussed in

the past.(25) The most widely accepted is that which relates

Lreatments at various times and temperatures to equivalent

times at 43oC. This method involves converting all thermal

exposures during a treatment to equivalent minutes at a

temperatuie of 43 oC . (26,27 ,28)

As is obvious from the above discussion, any attempt to
define a thermal dose accurateÌy is highly dependent on the

ability to measure temperatures accurately. It is also

evident that for effective clinical application of a

hyperthermia treatment, a well controlled heating field must

be produced. The object of this work is to present a model

that can be used to predict the history of the instantaneous

temperature distribution and/or the fixed temperature

pattern within a thermally conducting body exposed to a

different temperature environment. The model is presented

in Chapter 2.

complications,

In practice there are a number of

including problems of real i st ically
specifying boundary conditions, the necessity to 'handle

complicated body geometry and the associated problerns

encountered when dealing with nonhomogeneous tissues. These

issues are also discussed in Chapter 2. Finite difference
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equations for the numerical solution of the governing

partial differential equation describing the heat transfer
mechanisms involved, are derived in Chapt.er 3" In Chapter

4ì the model is applied to evaluate the effect of self-
heating of metallic thermometers, under microwave

irradiation, on the steady-state temperature distribution.
The conseguences of the time dependence of the Iocal

temperature perturbations onlthermal clearance methods for
measuring tissue blood perfusion are investigated in Chapter

5.
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Chapter I I

HEÀT TRANSFER MECHANISMS IN A BODY

2"1 HEÀT TRÀNSFER CÀLCULATIONS

The successful application of loca1 hyperthermia as a

modality for the treatment of cancer depends upon the

ability of the clinician to deliver heat locally and monitor

the temperature accurately. A welI defined temperature

distribution in a carefully delineated volume of tissue that
encompasses the tumor, must be produced. However, one of

the more difficult problerns in clinical hyperthermia is the

determination of the complete temperature fietd throughout

both the tumor and normal tissues. Ideally, a hyperthermia

system would allow the clinician to heat and measure the

temperature distribution of the tumor and surrounding normal

tissue noninvasively and in 3-Dimensions. Theoretically a

number of techniques (CT-scanning etc. ( 1 ) ) prorni se

noninvasive 3-D temperature measurementi however it is
expected to be sometime before these systems become

available for practical use. Thus for now at least,
invasive temperature probes must be relied upon to quantify

the temperature elevation aL a limited number of sites from

which the temperature field in the remaining tumor and host

23
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tissue can be estimated, Since temperatures can be sarnpled

only at a limited number of locations during clinical
heating the temperatures in the majority of the tissue

remain unknown and it is therefore difficult to assess the

efficacy of the treatment protocol utilized.

The physics requirement

temperature distribution in

is to predict the resulting
a given target volume for a

given Specific Àbsorption Rate (Sen) aistribution. As the

objective of hyperthermia is to damage tumor tissue with

heat, the design of these modalities depends strongly upon

an understanding of the vrays in which tissue (neoplastic and

normal) is able to respond to energy inputs in the form of

heat. The successful estimation of the temperature field
reguires a mathematical model that incorporates the patient

anatomy, the povrer deposition pattern in the heated tissue,
the physiological response of the patient and the thermal

interactions in the tissue. (2) The idealization of this is
usually in the form of a partial differential equation for
the temperature of the material as a function of space and

time. The heat transfer mechanisms that lead to t.his

eguation, called the bioheat equation, as discussed by

Bowman(3), are presented below.
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2.2 THE BIOHEAT EOUATION

There are five heat transfer mechanisms in tissue which

are of interest. These include: tissue conduct ion,

metabol ic heat generat i on , storage of thermal

energy,convection (heat transfer via the vascular

architecture and perfusion rate) and energy absorbed from

external sources. (3,4r5) The interactions of these

individual mechanisms within a tissue volume may be

visualized by considering the control volume shown in

Figure (2"1) .

The control volume maintains thermal contact vrith the

surrounding tissue by heat conduction and blood flow across

the surface. For the control volume to remain in

equilibrium with the surrounding tissuer âDy heat generated

within the volume through metabolism and by Lhe absorption

from external sources must be transferred to adjacent tissue

by conduction, transported by the blood stream or stored

internally where it results in a change in temperature of

the control volume. It should be noted that human tissues

are difficult materials to describe analytically because of

their nonhomogeneous anisotropic and generally highly

complex composition, sLructure and function. (3)
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2"2"1 Tissue ConducLion

Fourier's law of heat conduction, which states that the

heat flux is proportional- to Lhe temperature gradient dT/dxí

where the proportionality constant is defined as the thermal

conductivity kij, governs the convective heat flux vector

ei, such that

dT
qi = kij

dxj

Where, i and j are nodal points on

negative sign is required by

thermodynamics so that the heat flux
dec reasing temperature.

.(2"1)

orthogonal axes. The

the second law of

is in the direction of

In general, Fourier's law has certain limitations and

some important points must be considered when it is
implemented; these include

If the thermal conductivity is not constant--then it
holds only roughLy over small intervals Ax i

If the thermal conductivity is direction dependent--

then the k appropriate to the direction being

considered must be used.

Thus the thermal conductivity determines the temperature

gradient for a given steady-state heat flux. In this work,

Ki j is assumed to be independent of direction and

temperature. However, it should be note that in many cases

Kij is often both temperature and position dependent due to

the complex structure of tissue.

1.

¿.
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k, ,llr , c, 4L = f (?,T)

Figure 2. I

Control volume representing Etre five mechanj"sms of
heat Ëransfer: conduction, metabolic heaË generation,
storage of heat energy, convection and energy absorbed
from an external source.

From: ]Jorvman ref .3.
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the control

Thus Y¡e have

on of the conduction heat

surface yields the total
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flux vector qi over

heat conduction q" 
"

"""(2"2)

Note that the thermal diffusivity d. =k/pc , describes the

transient heat conduction, where p is the tissue density and

c is the specific heat. This defines the ability of a

thermally perturbed medium to relax back to the steady-state

conditions.

2.2.2 Metabolic Heat Generation

Heat is generated by all tissues as a conseguence of

aerobic or anaerobic metabolic processes.(3) Generally, the

tissue base-line temperature is determined by the leveI of

metabolic heating and heat loss. I,lhile this is not a

mechanism of critical importance in heat transfer
calculations for tÏ¡e application of hyperthermia it is
included to satisfy the overall heat balance. Jain has

shown that changes in temperature due to the metabolic rate

are small and hence the term Qm can often be neglected. (6)

By integrating t.he heat production rate å'*, which is
often both temperature and flow dependent, over the control
volume, t,he total metabolic heat generated can be

determined. Thus ?re can write

gc=
dT

j --- ni dÀ
dxj
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". " (2.3)

The metabolic heat production term has been neglected in the

following chapters. However, it is indirectly accounted for

in the initial temperature distribution.

2 "2.3 Enerqy Storaqe

Temperature is a measure of the amount of energy stored

per unit mass within a medium.(3) The amount of stored

energy is changed when the rate of energy produced in the

control volume does not equal the rate of energy removed

from the control volume. This imbalance results in a change

in temperature of the control volume. The time derivative
of the volume integral of the product (pcT), where the

specific heat I c, is a function of temperature (in some

cases) and of position (when there are changes in

composition), yields the rate of change of stored thermal
o

energy qs. Thus in integral form we have

G

gm=

,dqs=
dL

pcT dV """(2"4)
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Thermal TransÞort(convection)U¡¿ the Vascular Network

Convective heat transfer takes place when whole groups of

molecules carry heat from one place to another. From

Chapter 1 it is clear that the vascular system, through

vasoconstriction and vasodilation, plays an important part
in temperature reguration" Thermal convection in tissue is
characterized by the geometrical organization of the

vascular bed and the brood flow rate which is arso subject

to thermal reguration. For an exact solution involving
blood flow one would need:

a complete description of the anatomy of all blood

vessels in the region of interest. (i.e./diameter,

length and positions of all arteries, veins,

capillaries, venules and arterioles)
a complete description of the type of flow and the

velocity field within each of these vessels, (B)

It is apparent that the large number of vessels of widely

varying dimensions can make different.contributions in the

overall heat transfer process, trntegration of the product of

cb"Tb " fi over the contror surface yierds the net thermar

energy åU, transported by the blood vessels across the

control- surface, where cb and Tb are the specific heat and

temperature of the blood and fi is the blood perfusion rate
vector. This mass flux vector fi, is set to zero everywhere

on the surface except where there are blood vessers in which

case it then has a value specific lo that vessel.

1.

2.
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This equat.ion however is
the information required

addition the comput.ational-

impractical in

is unavailable

task would be

... (2.5)

its use as most, of

at this time, In

horrendous "

åu =|'", rb.fi.ni dA

J^

The types of tube flow situations for which complete

analytical solutions are available are mainly those for
laminar flow of simple fluids in regular geometric channels

(eg. circular tubes). For the case of pulsatile flow,

through irregular vessels, of two-phase blood (solid and

liquid components), the additional difficulties are obvious.

Therefore some approximations are needed.

Pennes(7), in 1948, was the first person to deal with

this problem. He reasoned that the capillary bed, in the

absence of large vessels, is the major site of heat exchange

between tissue and blood and that venous blood leaves the

ti ssue at the tissue temperature. He expressed the

volumetric rate of blood tissue heat exchange , dA, in terms

of a tissue average volumetric perfusion rate, wb.(3) That

is:

qb = wb, cb. (Ta Tv) = wb" cb " (Ta T) ... (2"6)

where cb is the specific heat of blood and Ta, Tv and T are

the arterial, venous and tissue temperatures, respectively.
This term assumes that the blood enters the control volume



at the arterial temperature Tb,

tissue temperature T, and then

leaves the control volume hence

Tb

Three modalities are
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comes to equilibrium at the

carries avray energy as it
acting as a heat sink when

The assumption implies that arterial blood reaches any

two points within the tissue with the same arLerial blood

temperature Ta regardless of the difference in distances

which separate the two points from the arterial supply

vessel. However this is not physically realistic" II

should also be noted that this blood perfusion term is a

scaler and thus fails to account for the vectoral character

of thermal convection due to blood flow. The perfusion term

has thus been obtained from the energy balance for the blood

in the entire domain, D, and then applied to the local
tissue energy balance for an infinitesmal control volume.

2.2.5 Enerqy Àbsorbed From Àn External Source

commonly used for the coupling of

energy into tissue for the induction of localized
hyperthermia. These include: ultrasound, radiofrequency and

microwave coupling. Às discussed in Chapter 1, uniform

heating is generally not possible with these methods because

of variable blood flow rates and inhomogeneities in the

tissue. By integrating the volumetric energy absorption

rate åu', which is both ti'ssue and source specific over the
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Lheabsorbed in
¿

9â,total energy,

f ound

dV "..Q.7)

energy input term for
is usually implemented.

the modality under

V(kVr) *{* *í" +wb,cb(ra-r) "".(2.g)

the

be

r.,lqa
Ju

qa=

control volume,

control volume can

A specific
consideration

dT
pc=

dr

Considering these five mechanisms of heat transfer in a

heat balance then yields

--9[.r dv = [n,,-9ï ', dÀ - ["o.rb.ri.ni dÀ . [¿,* u' . [i" dvuTo Jo dxj J^ J' Jo

which describes the in-vivo conservarion of .n"r*";t];l]r,
for a tissue absorbing energy from an external source" The

Bioheat equation is found by rewriting equation(2.8) in

differential form, assuming volume average blood perfusion

rates. ( 3 )
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2"3 METHODS OF' SOLUTTON

By identification of the pertinent electrical and thermal

tissue paramet,ers as well as existing boundary conditions

the differential equation can, in principal, be solved

analytically" However due to its complexity, a closed form

solution is nearly impossible for all but the simplest

cases. However the use of numerical methods can simplify the

problem. The basic principle of the nrln"rical approach to a

heat conduction problem is the replacement of the

differential equation for the continuous temperature

distribution by a finite-difference or finite-element

equation which must be satisfied at certain points within
the medium. Numerical techniques can easily deal with

irregular geometries, boundary conditions, temperature and

spatially dependent properties, nonhomogeneous perfusion and

nonuniform SÀR distribution parameters. These parameters are

at best difficult to deal with using analytical methods of

solution in aII but the simplest cases. Finite-difference
methods are generally easier to program for simple problems

and require less storage and computer time to run, but

complex boundary geometries with variable properties become

difficult to handle when compared to finite-element methods.

For the numerical approach, anatomical boundaries of

tumor and normal tissues must be distingiushed. CT-scans are

becoming popular in radiotherapy treatment planning and can



play an important role

hyperthermic treatment .

known include:

in this respec

Tissue propert

t when planning

ies which must
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a

be

1"

2"

Thermal properties such

conductivity(k), the density

heat (c ) .

Electrical properties such as

the electrical conductivitV(å)

as the thermal

(p) and the specific

the permi tt ivi ty (Ç ) and

, are also important "

In additionr surface boundary conditions must be defined.
That is, the heat transfer coefficient at the tissue surface

must be known in addition to the environmental temperature.

Furthermore, the physiological response characteristics of

both the normal and tumor tissues must be understood. This

includes some knowledge of the perfusion field as discussed

above" In the clinical setting, one of the most important

questions to be answered concerns extremes of

temperature. (8) That is, a low tumor temperature implies

insufficient heating is occuring, while a high normal tissue

temperature indicates that the normal tissue is incurring
damage.

The bioheat transfer equation does not explicitly account

for the presence of large blood vessels containing

relatively cool blood which could reduce the temperaÈure in

the tumor tissue adjacent to the vessel" (9,10) It is
however, possible to account for this by raising (wb) to

large values in positions where these vessels occur. As the
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modelling performed in this work concerns general

situations, typical standardized values of tissue propert.ies

are used as are idearized anatomical models" In many cases

clinicalry, the only significant unknowns include the nature

of. the thermal model of the tumor, highly dependent upon

blood flow conditions, and the characteristics of the brood

flow response of normal tissues to heat. standardized tumor

and patient models however, can be used in

fashion to account for these unknowns.

a sys\ematic

In using the bioheat transfer eguation, the power

deposition patterns of the various heating systems are

determined with respect to the vorume of interest (s¡n

distribution), and this information is then used in a

numerical model of the bioheat equation to caLcurate the

resulting temperature distributions.

To start, the power deposit ion, ep, rnust f i rst be

determined. This may be determined theoreticalry using a

mathematical moder of power deposition. For electromagnetic

radi at i on

ep(i,t) = 0ttfl n(?,t) .".(2.10)

Where, Ù =

trp

the electrical conductivity (mho/m)

electric field ft/n)"

Most electromagnetic hyperthermia systems operate at a

single freguency in the continuous wave mode. The power
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ofleveIs are controlled by changing either, the amplitude

the wave or, Iess frequentlyn by pulse width modulation.

Static phantoms (simple homogeneous or layered) can be

used to verify the power deposition patterns while more

complicated phantoms, simulating realistic dimensions and

anatomical features can be used to study the effect of

heterogeneities on the SAR distribution. The SÀR

distribution can then be superimposed on a thermal model of

the tissues and the temperature distribution calculated.

Note also that the efficacy of hyperthermia resides not on

the povrer deposition, but on the temperatures reached, which

are a result of the net dif f erences between por^¡er delivered

and power removed. In the future more detailed models will
reguire further knowledge of the variations in the arterial
temperature, probably coupled with an improved version of

the bioheat transfer equation which also includes flow

directionality effects and the effects of large vessels. ( 1 1 )
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Chapter I I I

INTRODUCTION TO FINITE DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUES

3.1 SOLVING THE BIOHEÀT EOUÀTTON

The bioheat equation, derived in Chapter 2, may be expressed

in the form

'dT
À/ç

dr

which must

boundary "

qá + wb"cb(Ta-T)V(KVT) ...(3.1)

withinbe sol-ved in some spatial region

Solutions must be found which satisfy certain
constraints t càlled boundary condiLions which are an

inherent part of even the general solution to the problem.

Depending on the numerical procedure used, explicit or

implicit, it may or may not be necessary to solve a system

of linear algebraic equations. with explicit methods the

solution proceeds by simple replacement with the size of the

t ime step I imi ted by stabil ity considerat ions. These

constraints can be partially or totally removed by the use

of implicit methods, ât the expense of then having to solve

systems of equations. A third approach can also be used,

which calculates alternate temperatures in a grid, both

thus combining the speed and

+qm+

d,

implicitly and explicitly,

39
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simpricity of explícit methods with the accuracy and

stabii:.ty found in impricit methods" This latter method wilr
be discussed in Chapter 4"

The finite difference approximations to the first and

second derivatives of a given function are presented in this
chapter" These finite difference equations are then appried

in the sorution of the one-dimensional bioheat equation
given in eguation(3"2) below,

3"2 NTMERTCAL SOLUTION OF THE BIOHEÀT EOUÀTION

3.2"1 Derivation of the Finite Difference Equations

The 1-D bioheat equation is given by the expression

dT d2r
pc = k ---2* I U(x)-C(x,r) ldt dx

Vlhere the metabolic term {m has

C (x,T) represent the power

respectively.

been neglected

input and

. . . (3.2)

and H(x) and

cooling terms

To derive the finite difference equations first consider the

function f(x) shown in Figure(3.1 ). The points x1, xo,x2 are

equally spaced wi th xo-x'l = x2-xo = A x on a 1-D gr id.
That is, xi = xo +iAx and the values are denoted by the

x) where fi = f (x)function f

derivative
df

-:-
dx

Based only

of f (x) at x=xo- Ax/Z is
fo-f1

x=xo- Ax/z Ax

on f.1 and fo.

x=xi " Àn estimate of the

"."(3.3)



t+l

fo

fr

Figure 3. I

xo x2x1

Curve showing Ehe values fl, f0, f.2
f(x) taken at equally spacäd pðints
by distance Ax betv¡een successive

of the functíon
*1: *o ' x2 sePerated
Po]-nts.

@-éI*-@:å¿+
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The derivative of f(x) at x=xo+ Lx/z is estimated by

df

dx

df
-:-
dx

t.2-f.o

x=xo+ nx/? Ax
... (3"4)

Based only on f o and f.2"

Both (3.3) and (9"¿) are an approximation to df./dx at x=xo

and they are thus referred to as 1-sided differences" À

more accurate estimate however, could be made by using the

two points on either side of xo:

f 2-f.1
.. (3.5)

x=xo 2 Lx
This is called a central difference estimate based on the

two values of f.1 and t2"

The second derivative of f(x) at x=xo may be found by

estimating the first derivative in each of the two intervals
(x1,xo) and (xo,x2) and dividing their difference by the

distance between the two points.

Thus

azt

"=*l ;:H:).2clx x=xo

=Ax Ax

Ax

t1 7f.o + t2
(Ax) 2 "."(3.6)
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From the above derivation it can be seen that the accuracy

improves as A,x becomes sma1ler.

Using equation(3"6), the x-derivative in equation (3"2) may

be written âs,

2 d2T
( Ax) ---t = [ t(x-Ax,t) - 2T(x,t) + T(x+ Ax,t) ]

-Ldx
.".(3.7)

For the t ime der ivat ive in equat ion (3 "2) v¡e may wr i te, f rom

(3"3),

dT
=

dr

r'(x) - T(x)

At
... (3.8)

where, T'(x) is the temperature at the next time increment.

Upon substituting (3"7) and (3"8) into equation (g"Z) we

have

(t'(x)-t(x) )
pc=

At

k I T(x- 2\x,t) - 2T(x,t) + T(x+Ax,t) l

( a*) z

+ [ H(x,y)-c(x,T) ]

... (3.s)

finite difference representation

be sol-ved to yield the 1-D time

3 "2 "2 The Gr id Svstem

In using finite difference techniques to solve partial
differential eguations a netv¡ork of grid points must be

Thus, equation(3"9) is

of equation (3.2). rt
dependent temperature.

the

may
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established throughout the region of interest, The points

are taken to be the point of intersection of a grid covering

a continuous region in 2-D. In this manner a discrete
approximation of a continuous 2-D region may be obtained"

In the case of the transient problem a third coordinate

time (t) is taken outwards from the page and the 2-D grid is
repeated at intervals of At outwards making a 3-D grid
system. Thus instead of developing a solution which is
valid everywhere in the region only approximations are made

at discrete points, By making the grid system sufficiently
smalI it is expected that the approximate solution will be

suf f iciently accurate.

3.2.3 Environmental Boundary Conditions

Boundary condition specification constitutes a major

input to the heat transfer problem" The parameters which

must be considered include:

Interactions: UsuaIly the heat conduction problem

cannot be separated from the associated problem of

characterizing radiative surface cooling conditions"

Transients: The general heat conduction problem is
time-dependent, but if the conductivity(s) is(are)
time independent, the temperature distribution
becomes steady after prolonged exposure. Th9

exposure time for this is short if the conductivity

1.

2"
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is large and vice versa. This represents the speeial

case of steady-state heat conduclion, the solution of

which may be achieved by time-tracking the associated

time- dependent problem. Conditions of steady-state

temperature and heat conduction are always preceded

by a starting transient t of finite duration.
3. IniLial and Fina1 States: The exposure problern occurs

when a body is suddenly exposed at time t=0 to
another environment of different temperature, and

heat transfer at the surface operates to try to alter
the body temperature. The body then gains or loses

heat and its surface temperature tends Lo approach

that of its surroundings, the rapidity of this change

being dependent on the surface heat transfer
coefficient h" The instantaneous temperature at the

surface depends on the relative magnitude of h/k" If
this ratio is relatively Iarge the surface

temperature tends to approach the ambient temperature

quite rapidly.

3 "2.4
In heat

points:

1"

Boundarv Problems in

transfer problems two

Finite Difference Technigues

cases often arise for boundary

The boundary surface temperature

boundary condition) in which case

the known temperature given

is known (oirichet

Tb=T9 where Tg is
in the problem
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specification" WiLhout this, Tb would occur in a set

of unknowns and the problem would not be closed"

The boundary surface temperature is not known

(Neumann derivative boundary condition) in which case

the additional problem specification is in the form

of knowledge about the outward normal gradient of

temperature d't/dn, where n is the unit normal vector.
This may be defined as

dt/dn= h(Tb'-Ta)/k ...(3"10)

where, h is the surface heat transfer
coefficient(whic.h is usually taken to be known

beforehand but is actually dependent on the

circumstances in question), k is the thermal

conductivity and Tb and Ta are the boundary and

ambient temperatures respectively.

Consider the simple case shown in Figure(3"2). The

finite difference eguations can be derived using the direct
partial differential equation replacement; equation (3.4)

above. This method requires the introduction of a

fictitious node point(f) at a distance Ax from the surface

node b. It cannot be assumed that Tf=Ta however since Tf is
affected by the presence of the body whereas Ta is the

ambient temperature far from the body.

2"
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Ambient temperature T¿

CONVECTION

Figure 3.2

Introduction of a ficËitious nodal
a convective boundary surface of a
squå.re mesh is used.

CONDUCTION

point (f) near
2-D body. Ä.
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The usual finite difference equation for point b is
therefore appl ied introduc ing the temperature at the

fictitious poinL f.. This is then eliminated by a cenLral

difference approximation to âf/dn at b. Thus

Tf-Te -h
= ---(rb-ra) .,.(3.11)

ZÂ.x k

Equation (3.11) is then solved for Tf and substituted into
the given finite difference equation thereby eliminating the

unknown fictitious temperature Tf .

3.3 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EoUATToN

The 1-D finite difference equation can be written as

kar
T'(x) = .[r(x1)-2t(x)+r(x2)] + r(x)

pc (Ax )'

At+ [aexp(-x/r.)-v(r(x)-ro)]
pc

...(3.12)
where, x is the spatial parameter representing depth with
x=0 on the surface.

x1=x- Ax

x2--x+ Ax

L is the depth of penetration

Aexp(-x/t ) is the power input term

LeL, 0= k^t and R=At

;; t¿' )'
Then,

pc
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T'(x) = Q [r(x1)-2t(x)+T(x2)] + T(x)

+ R laexp(-x/r,)-v(r(x)-ro)] ", " (3,13)

rn finite difference form the surface cooling condition is
expressed from (3,1 1 ) above by

r(x1) - T(x2) - h (r(x)-re)
"""(3"14)2Ax k

Solving for T(x1 ) we have

2 Axh
T(x1) = (r(x)-re) + r(x2) "..(3.15)

k

at the surface where x=0. Therefore in summary, when x=0 we

have

T'(x) = Q [2Ax o<(te-r(x))+2(r(x2)-r(x))] + r(x)
+ R [aexp(-x/r,)-v(r(x)-ro)] "..(3.16)

where , *=h/k and when x

T'(x) = Q [t(x1)-zr(x)+r(x2)] + T(x)

+ R laexp(-x/r.)-v(r(x)-ro)l ... (3.17)

3.4 STABILITY ÀND CONVERGENCE CONSIDERATIONS

Two types of errors may occur

1. Truncation error:Due to computing with derivatives
replaced by finite differences. Depends on the

initial given temperature distribution, boundary

conditions, choice of finite difference scheme and

choice of Fourier number (ro) used in computation.

The Fourier number is a dimensionless group used to
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heat flow

used to this

kar rat,e of conduction of heat
Fo = --------?_= ".. (3" 18)

p c ( Ax ) 
- rate of sto.rage of heat

The Fourier number gives an indication of the speed

at which a body will respond to a temperature change.

A low value of Fo implies that a long period of time

is required to heat or cool the body. The Biot
number is defined as

h Ax surface conductance
Bi==

k internal conductance "..(3"1e)

Table(3.1 ) summarizes the conditions which must be

met for various grid points(2). Thus At is chosen,

for a given grid systemr so that the coefficient of
r(x) is non-negative. FoIlowing this rule, stability
will not be affected by the addition of a constant

internal heat generation term.

Numerical errors:These are round-off errors caused by

the finite significant figure restricLion used in any

calculation. The floating point system on the

computer used carried nine significant figures and

therefore round-off errors were not a concern in this
work.

In general if the solution is unstable, the computed values

will oscillate with increasing magnitude as the calculation
proceeds" The space and time increments Ax and At

2.
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Table 3. I

Il!"riqf_ry:dgs_i_

I-D cartesian
2-D cartesian
3--D carËesian

Hexagonal

9s!t d 
" ry -ry9s:l çelygs!-iyÐ :

l-D cartesian
2-D cartesian
2-D cartesian(corner node)

3-D carËesian

Fo ç 1i2

Fo _( 1/4

Fo < 1/6

Fo \< 3/4

Fo \< I / (2(1+Bi) )
Fo \< r/(2(2+BL))
Fo -( 1/ (4 ( l+Bi) )
Fo -( I / (2 (:+ni¡ ¡
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therefore cannot be selected arbitrarily but must satisfy
the st.ability criteria established above. rhus At shourd be

chosen, for a given spatial subdivision, so that the

coefficient of T is non-negative" This is a sufficient
condition for the stability of explicit finite difference
equations.

?tr VERIFICÀTION BY COMPARTSON WITH ÀN ÀNALYTICAL SOLUTION

Equations (3.16

analytical solut
) and

ion given

( -x/r.)
e

(3.17 ) were compared to

by Foster ( 3 ) of the form

A/k
T(x) =

at-1ftz

+ 37 ...(3.20)

reduced by e.

into the tissue

1/r,+ a( e ( -" þ? )

a *Ft
o4 ( ta-to )

+e
o( + ,Æf

(-*,F )

where, TÀ is

To is
The energy

intensity Io

Iof
v-

JKL

where, À=I ol/¿XL

J:the mechanical equivalent of heat

L:depth at which microwave pov¡er is
l:the fraction of energy transmitted

k:the tissue conductivity

the ambient temperature

the body core temperature

input for a plane electromagnetic vrave of

ín w/cmL incident upon the tissue is given by:

exp( -x/r.) = A exp (-x/r.) ...(3.21)

a 1-D
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within 0"01 oc àt

eooling, heat input
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finite-difference solutions matched to

all depths for a wide range of surface

and blood flow conditions"
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4"1.1

Chapter IV

PERTURBÀTIONS IN THE STEADY_STÀTE TEMPERÀTURE
DISTRIBUTION CAUSED BY THE PRESENCE OF METALLIC

THERMOMETERS

SELF-HEATING OF METALLIC THERMOMETERS

Introduction

Às stated in Chapter 1, one of the more significant
probrems in regional and locar hyperthermia treatments is
that of determining the temperature distribution in and

around the target volume. For the purposes of planning,

application and assessment of any hyperthermia treatment, a

knowledge of the temperature distribution is essential. To

date such distributions cannot be measured directly but must

be calculated from measurements taken invasively at a few

selected locations. The accuracy with which such

temperature information is required may be deduced from

biological studies(Chapter 1). It has been shown, that for a

given rever of damage to either cells in vitro or tissues in

situ, ât therapeutic temperatures above 42oC, a change of 1

oC is equivalent to a change in heating time by a factor of

two.(1)

Significant temperature measurement problems however may

be encountered when electromagnetic energy is employed in a

54
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hyperthermia treatment if thermometers, which couple to the

electromagnetic field, are positioned in the field while the

power is on. The effects include: artefacts in the sensitive
amplifiers employed with such thermometry systems;

perturbations in the SÀR distribution as a result of

re-radiation of the incident EM-energy from the wires; and

the direct heating of the metallic thermometers under

microwave irradiation. Artifactual temperature measurements

can occur as a result of this sel-f-heating of the

thermometer wires. Â quantitative analysis of this latter
effect was the subject of a previous study"(2)

This Chapter focuses on the effect of the heat produced

in the thermometer wires on the steady*state temperature

distribution. A quantitative study, of the effects of

thermometer síze, position and coupling efficiency as well

as an assessment of the effects of blood fl-ow on the

temperature perturbations produced in the neighborhood of

the thermometer is presented below. Input data covering a

wide range of parameters which could be encountered in the

clinical setting were used. The results permit a realistic
assessment of the consequences for microwave hyperthermic

dosimetry involving the use of metallic thermometers.
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4"2 THEORY

MetaLlic wires placed in an EM-Field can act to alter t.he

st.eady-state temperature distribution in the surrounding

tissue as a result of their self-heating. It is well known

that this effect can be minimized by orienting the wires

perpendicular to the incident electric field if such a

direction is defined" (3) However, even with irradiation by a

plane polarized rdave, it may not be possible to eliminate

this problem as reflections at tissue boundaries can alter
the direction of polarization. Thus it can be assumed that

some component of the E-field will faII along the wires and

conseguently the conversion of microwave energy into heat

wi 1l occur.

For a thermocouple/catheter assembly(rigure(4.1 ) ) ttre

degree of self-heating may be described by the Enhancement

Factor (er) of the probe. The enhancement factor is defined

as the ratio of the heat generated per unit length of the

assembly to that produced by the same loca1 microwave field
in the same volume of tissue. Thus the enhancement factor
is a function of the coupling efficiency of the incident EM

wave with the metallic wires of the probe and its
encapsulating material and represents the additional amount

of incident microwave energy that is converted into heat by

the assembly when compared to an equivalent volume of

tissue. Dunscombe(3), reported that the heat'generated per
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THERMOCOI.JPI.E ¡h¡h¡ER OI.!TER
CATF{ETERWIRES CATI-IETER

Figure 4"L

SchemaEic representation of the design of an
array assembly.
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out s ideunit length in a thermocouple array assembly of

[^Ihere, T

k

p

c

diameter 1 .7mm and under circularly polarized 2450 }dûlz

irradiation was as much as six times that which would be

generated in the same volume of muscle like tissue. The

varues of the enhancement factors chosen for the current
studies therefore cover a range about this figure"

Since the main concern here is with the temperature

perturbation produced in the tissue surrounding the array

assembly and not in the temperatures achieved within the

assembly (assembly meaning wires and surrounding catheters)
and since the carculations are performed for steady-state
t.emperatures, the assembly may be considered solely as a

heat source.

À 2-Dimensional Finite Difference program using Gourlay's

Hopscotch technique (4) and an irregurar grid in rectilinear
coordinates was developed for use on a PDp-1 1 computer in

order to model several different conditions which courd be

encountered in the clinical environment.

The temperature distribution is obtained from

equation(3.2) of the form:

dT
pc = V(kVT) +H+c

dr

is the temperature distribution in oC

thermal conductivity of muscle tissue
density of tissue

specific heat tissue plus blood

...(4"1)
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H heat input due to microwave field
C heat sink term representing the cooling due to blood

f low

Metabolic effects have been ignored(see Chapter 2)"

Using the finite difference method of Croft et aI(6) and

extending equation(3.12) to 2-D we can write
kAt t( T(u+1 ,v,j)-2*t(u,v,j)+t(u-1,v,j) )

T(u,v,j+1)=
pc ( Ax)z

( r(utv+1 tj)-2*r(u,v,j)*r(u,v-1,j) ) l

(ay)2

ar+ T(u,v,j) + [ u(u,v)- c(u,v) ]
Pc 

..,(4.2)
Where, the subscripts u,v and j are the increment indices

for the spatial coordinates x ¡y and time coordinate t
respect ively.

The thermal source function H(u,v) describes the rate of

heat production and is related to the Specific Absorption

Rate. For a plane EM wave of intensity Io (w/cn?)

propagating through tissue the power loss varies with

distance from the energy source as

H(x,y)= O * EF ¡t exp(-x/f,) "..(4.3)

Í{here, L (1/depth of penetration) 0"85 cm at 2450 }4Iz

Q=tol /¿t'
J mechanical equivalent of heat

I fraction of energy transmitted into tissue: for
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muscle tissue C=0.4 at 2450 MHz

EF=1 for muscle tissue by definition
Note:That EF=1 everywhere except where the wire is
positioned" This region (where EFll ) is so small that L

is .assumed unchanged by the presence of the thermometer

assembly "

The cooling function is a heat sink term of the form

... (4.4)C(x,yrT)= V*

Where, V is the product

of blood.

( t-ro )

of blood flow and the specific heat

To is the core temperature 37 
oC and represents the

temperature of the blood entering the tissue.

The surface boundary condi

described by equation (3.1 5

is of the Neumann type(6)

Chapter 3.

tion
)in

as

¿,? CÀRTESIAN COORDINATES: IRREGULAR GRID

Àn irregular grid was used to save time and memory space.

The derivation of the required finite difference equation is
shown bei-ow . The calculat i ons are s imi lar to those

presented in Chapter 3 using a regular grid, with the values

now weighted according to their position relative to the

gr id.
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4 "3.1 Functional Derivatives in an _Irreqular Grid

Consider the typical function shown in Figure (4"2) " For

unequally spaced points x1 ,xo,x2 on a 1-D grid, the

f ollowing case may be def ined where x2-xo = aAxr Xo-x1 =

bAx f or all (0 < a, b -< 1). Both forward and backward

difference estimates of the derivative of f(x) at x=xo can

be made. The forward difference is estimated at xo+.5a Ax,

the midpoint between xo and x2, in terms of f.2 and f o as

df f.2-f o
= ...(4.s)

midpoint

taking a

we i ghted

. ".(4.7)(ax ) a (a+b) ab b(a+b)

the

(4.6

eb
ves:

o+.5

t1

b A*,
oas

be mad

erivati

(::I
a

dx aAx
kward difference at xo-.5b A*,
nd xo, in terms of f.1 and f o as

_3:_ = _l:_11__
dx bAx

fference estimate can then be mai

rage of the two one sided derivati
the nearer estimate as

-;;;-(::}-" sb^,{ ;l; fi:}-
1 | b t2 (b-a)fo at______

.5

f.

en

d

b

o-

nd

rh

ed

_t
a+

o

x

a

n

id

AS

)f

and the bac

between x1 a

A central di
weighted ave

in favour of

dflt_---t
dx lx=xo

=

)

v

aÂx

Similarly, to estimate the

x=xo, the difference in

estimated at the midpoints

respectively, is divided

.5(a+b) Ax This actually

second derivative of f (x) at

the two one-sided derivatives,
of x1 to xo and xo to x1

by the distance between them,

estimates f" (x) at x=xo+"5(a+b)
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Ax . But this value is retained as it is the best estimate

for the value aL xo based on the 3-function values.

Thus

a2f.---z =
dx

df
-:-

dx x=xo+,5a Ax dx x=xo-. 5b Ax
(a+b) Ax

1 fZ 1 fo 1 t.1
+

b(a+b)

"..(4.8)

(a*)2 a (a+b) ab

À similar argument holds for the y-direction.

The 2-D finite difference form for the steady state equation

with a nonuniform grid may then be represented as

df

2

(^"t2

2
+ 

tÃ"lt

111
-:---. T(x1,y) T(x,y) + r(x2,y)
a (a+b) ab b(a+b)

111
-.---- r(x,y1) t(x,y) + t(x,y2)
c (c+d) cd d(c+d)

HC
+ = 0 "."(4.9)kk

where, H and C are evaluated at (x,y) if they vary with
position or temperature, and c and d have been defined in
the y-direction as

yz-yo = c Ay

!o-y1 = dAy
Notice that setting arbrc,d equal to unity retrieves the

uniform grid form of equation(4"2) above, The transient
case, with the blood flow term includedr flây be written as
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f txl

fo
f1

frx)

the function
x1: Xg r X2

X
Xr Xo Xz

Figure 4" 2

Curve shoruíng the values f¡, f0, f2 of.
f(x) taken at unequally spåced-poiits
rvhere,

x2-
x0-

= aAx
= bAx

x0
xl (0€a, b<l)
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C(xoy,T)
t"H.S"of eq(4,9)

k At
pc

= ---
k

"".(4.10)
with the notation T'(x,y)=T(x,yrt+ At) and all other

non-primed quantities are evaluated at time t.
Equation(4.10) was implemented for the calculat.ions

performed in this chapter using the heat input and heat sink

terms of the form given in equations (4.3) and (4.4)

respectively.

Gourlay' s Hopscotch algorithm,

then applied for stability and

well as time benefits.

The standard conditions used

chosen to model a typicat clinical
betow. (7)

tç = 0.4187 w/n oc

pc= 4.187r,6 l/n3oc

A = 1.57E5 w/^3

v = 3.4883 w/n3oc

h = 4.18783 w/n3oc

d.= h/k = 1oo/nz

derived in Appendix A, sras

convergence considerations as

f or the calculations erere

situation and are listed

thermal conductivity of Lissue

for a blood flow of snt/1 0as/nín

assembly simulated was 1mm

the size of invasive

this was placed 20mm below

The standard cross section of the

square (which is typical of

thermometers used clinically) and



the surface of

unl-ess ot.herwise

the homogeneous tissue 
"

stated was 10"

The value
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of EF

the 2-D f inite
uni form in the

compared with the

3. The curves

(x=0) to a depth

Before the trials were performed

difference technique, with a power input
y-direction (plane r¡¡ave irradiation) was

1-D analytical solution given in Chapter

matched to within O.01 oC from the surface

of 5 cm.

À typical temperature profile, with a perturbation in the

temperature distribution from an assembry placed at 2Omm

depth using an exaggerated enhancement factor (gn=30) is
shown in Figure(4.3). The parameter used to quantify the

thermal perturbation was AT where Af = T-T1 , T is the

temperature in the tissue immediatery next to the

thermocouple and T1 is the temperature in the same rocation
without the thermocoupre in prace. Therefore At is a

measure of the amount by which the temperature distribution
is perturbed by the presence of a thermocoupre assembly.

Note, in the discrete grid system used, the point
immediately next to the assembly was located 0.25mm from the
assembly's outer edge. The temperature gradient in this
area is approximately O.ZoC/mn.
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l'l-gure ¿+ . J

The temperaEure distribution in homogeneous tissue
containing a perturbing thermometer (EF=30) iuiren
irradiaÈed l¡itir plane 245A MHz micror,,'ave radiaÈíon.
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4"4 RESULTS ANp prsçUs€JlN

The effect of the enhancement factor on the thermal
perturbaLion is shown in Figure(4.4) " It can be seen that
there is a linear increase in the magnitude of the thermaL

perturbation with increasing EF values over the range

tested.

The effecÈ of blood flow on the magnitude of the
perturbation was tested using a range of blood flow values
(o to 60 nL/100g/nín. ). Figure(4.5) shows the perturbation
increases linearily with the blood frow rate. The variation
in Ar with blood flow is an important effect. with no blood

flow the magnitude of the thermal perturbation is determined

soleIy by the thermal conductivity of the tissue. Àt zeto
blood flow, heat is conducted out of the thermometer

assembly and into the surrounding tissue thus producing a

perturbation in the temperature profile. Às flow rates
increase the effect of blood flow on the tissue temperature

dominates. That is, the tissue temperature is reduced by the

increasing blood flow rates while the temperature of the
assembly is not. Thus an increase in the blood frow

accentuates the temperature difference between the two.

This effect is qualitatively the same as t.he increasing
temperature nonuni formity with increasing brood frow

reported for interstitial hyperthermia. (B)
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Figure 4.5

The dependence of the Eemperature perturbation
on blood flon.
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Figure 4 "6

Tire dependence of the remperature perturbatj-on
the depth of tile assernbly in Ëissue.
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The perturbation was also measured as a function of the

depth of of the assembly in tissue. Figure(4.6) irlustrates
thaL the magnitude of Ar decreases with depth. This can be

explained by noting t.hat the ratio of the amount of heat

produced with and r+ithout the assembly in place is the same

at arl depths and dependent only on the enhancement factor.
Thus as the povrer density in the tissue is increased toward

the surface, with a conseguent increase in the heat

produced, the difference between the probe temperature and

that of the surrounding tissue will become more exaggerated.

Hence the increase in the magnitude of the perturbation as

the assembly is moved from deep within the tissue toward the

surface. For depths of 1Omm or more changes in the surface

heat transfer coefficient (h) had rittle effect on the

magnitude of the perturbations found" That i s, Lr/tZ
changed by Less than 0.1% for values of o( ranging from 0 to
500/n 2. The data indicate that when using a perturbing

thermometer in an EM-fierd the systematic error wirl
increase with increasing temperature.

Outer edge sizes for the assemblies tested vrere increased

in 0"5mm increments from 0.5mm to 3.Smm to assess the effect
of total probe diameter. For each case the center of the

assembry was located at 2 cm depth. À valid anarysis of the

effect of assembry size on the perturbation, with the other

variables held constant, reguires that the EF be reduced in
proportion to the cross-sectional area of the assembly.
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Figure (+"2 ) shows that the perturbation decreases with
increasing size of the assembry for unchanged coupring

between the fierd and the metallic wires of the probe. with
this unchanged coupring the same amount of heat is produced

in the assembly independent of size. Thus as the assembly

size is increased the same amount of heat is distributed
across a larger area and hence its net effect is reduced.

since the difference in the size of the perturbation between

a rarge and small probe is less than 0.2% a smarrer probe

wourd 1ikely be of greater advantage in terms of minimizíng
the amount of tissue disruption during insertion,

The distance in which the perturbation extends radially
outward from the assembly is small rerative to the size of
the tissue volume commonly heated. High brood frow rates (

produce a perturbation in the temperature fierd of at reast
o.1oc up to 2.Ocm av¡ay f rom the assembly. under the standard

conditions however a perturbation in the temperature

distribution of more than 0.1 oc is not found beyond

distances of 2 to 3mm from the probe"

Under the worst conditions investigated here
(i.e "/nr=20,Blood
probe=Q.Smm, placed

tissue temperature

3 degrees celsius.

flow=30 nI/100g/nín ,cross-section of

5.Omm below the surface), the change in
surrounding the assembly was greater than
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A commonly employed technique when using metalric
thermometers in microwave fields is to take temperature

measurements with the power off. (9) However this technique

will be inaccurate if the decay rate of the temperaLure

perturbation and that of the tissue are not identicar. As

will be shown in chapter 5, the presence of changing

temperature gradients and thus thermal conduction effects
can influence the rate of decay of the tissue temperature.
The magnitude of the errors will depend upon both the local
thermar gradients and the blood perfusion revels. However,

from the results presented here, it is apparent that even if
an accurate extrapolation were possible, the estimated
tissue temperature would still be the originally perturbed

temperature and hence the residuar systematic error would

stil1 not be eliminated.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

while the increase in tissue temperature in the vicinity
of the probe will have little direct effect on the tumor

response due to the limited extent of the temperature
perturbation, serious probrems may ari se due to the

overestimation of the tumor temperature. perturbations in
the temperature distributions may be greater than 3 

oc under

conditions of erevated blood frow coupled with a high
enhancement factor if the assembry is placed in the first
few millimeters of tissue" These errors are of the same
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order of magnitude and additive to, Lhose errors produced by

direct heating of the Lhermocouple wires in the region of
the junction. (2) In the therapeutic temperature range,

significant changes in Lumor response occur with onry sright
changes in temperature. Consequently, clinical trials
designed to evaluate the efficacy of a particurar treatment

regimen will be of limited value if the dosimetry is
incorrect due to artifactuar temperature measurements, thus

emphasizing the importance of these effects.
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Chapter V

DETERMTNÀTTON OF BLOOD PERFUSTON LEVELS USING
THERMAL CLEARÀNCE

5.1 TNTRODUCTION

Regional blood flow is an important parameter in
determining the effectiveness of hyperthermia treatment in
cancer therapy. As stated in chapter 1, increases in the

therapeutic ratio might be achieved by taking advantage of
any differences between normal tissue and tumor tissue
microvasculature. It has been proposed that because of
differential tumor and normal tissue perfusion rates, a

differential rise in temperature occurs between these

tissues. ( 1 ) rn addition, responses of tumor and normal

tissue to hyperthermic challenge may be such that further
damage to tumor microvascul-ature renders the tumor more

suscepL ible to hyperthermia damage. ( 1 ) Thus an important

task in hyperthermia is the estimation of brood perfusion

rates.

Difficulties in determining perfusion leveIs are encountered

for two reasons:

1 " complex anatomical structure
interwoven blood supply network

sizes "

the tissue and

vessels of various

of

of

76
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of2" lack of noninvasive techniques which are

directly measuring such quantities.
capable

As a result, indirect methods must be used where the

required information is inferred from measurements performed

on related physicar and physiological parameters. Flow

studies involving smalrer vessers are rather complicated and

less amenabre to direct measurement and the resurts are

usually presented as volume averaged blood perfusion rates.
That is, nondirectional- rates of blood flow through the

capillary bed. (Chapter 2) The methods used include(2):
1. measurement of injected radioactive or other

diffusible gasses.

2. measurement of locally generated hydrogen ions.
3. measurement of radio-labeled microspheres or

aggregated albumin introduced 1oca1ly into the

circulation and eventually trapped in the tissue bed.

4. dissipation of heat in the tissue. That is, thermal

dilution or heat clearance.

The heat clearance method

hyperthermia.

is the most commonly used

Two topics vrill be covered in this chapter" FirsL, the

underlying physics of the thermal clearance technique is
investigated. The finite difference method described in
chapter 4, with a regurar grid spacing, is used to evaLuate

the effects of thermal conduction, power input, temperature

1n
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achieved, temperature gradients and the influence of surface

cooling on the determination of the leve1 of perfusion using

Lhe thermal clearance method.

In addition the effects of the self-heating of rnetallic
thermometers, discussed in Chapter 4, and the resultant
perturbation in the temperature distribution on the

calcuration of blood flow rate are evaruated. studies v¡ere

performed by calculating the steady-state temperature

distribution under a range of conditions then setting the

power input to zero and recording the Lemperature decay with
time. Unless stated otherwise, the decay rates lrere measured

at 20mm depth in tissue"

5.1 .1 The

The therma

equation(3"1

dT
pc

dr
= V(kVr) * qí, + qâ + wb.cb(ra-r)

Thermal Clearance Model

I clearance equation

) where,

may obtained from

.""(s.1)

the change in

temperature

that blood

imination in

only a minor

the thermal

The blood flow may be determined by measuring

temperature of an initially steady-state

distribution after the power is shut off.

In the past it has

perfusion is the major

tissue and that thermal

contributisn for heat

generally been held(3),
mechanism for heat eI

conduction provides

removal. The re f ore
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conductivity term is negrected and, for reasons explained in
Chapter 2, so is the metabolic terrìr {m,

Thus we have

dT
pc = wb.cb(ta-r)

dr " ". (5.2)

Where, wb=perfusion rate

cb=b1ood heat capacity

Ta=arter ial blood ternperature

Rearranging we obtain

dT wb.cb
= ------ (ra-r) ". " (S.3)

dt pc

If we def ine l¡¡= wb,cb/pc and let AT=T-Ta then

dT
= wAt ...(s.4)

dr

rf vr is constant throughout a particurar washout then (5.4)

yields ¿\T explicitly.

AT = Aro exp(-wAt) ".. (s.5)

Where, AT is def ined as above, ATo= To-Ta and w is referred
to as the thermal dilution time constant"

5.2 ASSUMPTIONS

5.2,1 Immediate Equilibrium

The clearance of heat is assumed not to be limited by the

time taken for heat to diffuse to the brood vessels. This
eguilibrium has been shown to exist for xe133 studies in



var i ous t i ssues at. f lov¡s up to

di f fusion coef f ic ient of heat

greater than that of Xenon,

equilibrium is justif ied.

40nt/1\Is/nin. (a)

i s approx irnately

this assumption of

80

Since the

100 times

diffusion

q)) Removal of Heat Onlv þ¡1 Blood Flow

Because of the high diffusion coefficient of heat it may

also be conducted into 
t 

".rrrounding tissues. The diffusion
of heat from regions of high temperature to regions of lower

temperature will occur producing a more uniform distribution
than is implied from the above formulation (Equation(5.5) ) "

This problem is considered in greater detail belor,¡.

5.?.3 Constant Blood Flow

Blood flow in skin increases with temperature through a

variety of mechanisms (5), (effect of temperature rises on

tissue directly, .locaI nervous control, central control via
the hypoLharamus and the rerease of chemical vasodilators).
In other tissues however, the interactions of such

mechanisms do not always produce the same results. While

this effect may be of importance during heating, it has been

assumed here that the time interval during which thermal

clearance is measured is small enough such that no changes

in blood flow occur.
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5"3

5.3

RESULTS ÀND

.1 Influence

DI SCUSSION

of Thermal Conductivity

A uniform steady-state temperature distribution, infinite
in extentr wâs produced at temperatures of 42, 52 and GZoC,

by adjusting the poyrer input" The power was then set to zero

and the cooring rate measured over a period of one minute.

This procedure was repeated for a number of different blood

flow rates. The uniform distribution allows the calculation
of the time constants for a range of blood flow rates, with
conduction effects eliminated"

Figure(5.1) shows that the time constant (w) increases

linearly with blood flow" It arso shows that the clearance

is independent of the temperatures achieved. That is, all
three uniform distributions demonstrated the same rinear
rerationship between the blood flow time constant and the

blood flow leveI.

Simulations using nonuni form distributions, thus

introducing thermal gradients, were also performed" The

change in the time constant with depth, shown in
Figure(5.2), illustrates that the apparent or measured

thermar clearance may increase or decrease dependent upon

the position of the point measured with respect to the

gradient" Hence the shape of the initial gradient is
import.ant" This can be attributed to thermar conduction of

heat, out of regions at high temperatures, increasing the
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t.ime constantr oF arternatively, to heat conducted into
regions at lower t.emperatures thus lowering the measured

clearance rate "

sandhu(6) also reports that the shape of the temperature

decay curüe, and hence the time constant measured, is
dependent on the temperature distribution at the start of

temperature decay. Roemer ( 7 ) found simirar resurts and

suggested that onry "effective" brood perfusion varues,

which include conductive effects, could be calculated.

I t is interesting to note however, that thermal

conduction errors may be eriminated even in the presence of

temperature gradients, À point of inflection, where az.t/ax2

=0, (ie.no net conduction of heat), can be found from the

analyticar sorution given in chapter 3. setting the second

derivative of the Èemperature to zero and solving for depth
(Àppendix B), the point of inflection may be obtained. The

results of thi s calculat ion agree wi th the data in
Figure(5.2). That is, the point where conduction effects
are balanced is the point where t.he curve intersects the

time constant found for a uniform distribution with the same

blood flow. (ie/ x=0.963cm) under the given conditions, this
would be the ideal position to measure the thermal crearance

rate as the conduction effects would cancel.
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5"3"2 Influence of Àpplied Power

As shown above, the thermal gradients present may have a

significant effect on the time constant, measured.

Figure ( 5.3 ) shows that in the first 20mm of tissue large

changes in the time constant occur with changes in t.he

applied pov¡er " As changes in the applied power imply

changes in the steady-state temperature distribution, the

variations in the time constants measured may again be

attributed to conductive effects.

Note from Figure(5.3), that below 20mm depth, the

conductive effects appear to be reduced as 1ittle change is
found in the time constants for the range of initiat
temperature gradients" The blood flow may therefore be

determined with a greater degree of accuracy at these

depths. Thi s is further supported by the point of
infrection carcurated for the different power inputs used.

The points cover a range in depth from 1"7 cm to 2.0 cm.

5"3.3 Influence of Surface Coolinq

The degree of surface cooling can also affect the

accuracy with which the brood flow may be measured. surface

cooring may alter the thermar clearance rate by more than a

factor of two as shown in Figure(s"4)" The magnitude of the

change is not reduced if forced cooling is halted at the

power-off time. This implies that the different temperature
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power off time, with different
surface cooling and power input coefficients, are

responsible for the changes found. Figure(5"4) shows that
as the surface cooling increases from 0 to Sm-I, the

calculated time constant changes from first underestimating

the crearance rate to overestimating the crearance rate.
This change coincides with the changes in the carcurated
point of inflection which moves from 0.96cm depth, through

the 2.Ocm mark where the thermal crearance is measured, to
2.3cm depth,

i nc reased.

as the surface cool ing coef f ic ient i s

5"3"4 Influence of Thermometer Àssemblv

The influence of the probe time constant and the

temperature perturbation on the measurement of the thermal

clearance time constant v¡ere also investigated. studies
covering a wide range of thermal properties for the

thermometer assembly, (diffusivities of 3. SOE-B to 1 . OE-7 
^2

/sec), indicate that the size of the temperature

perturbation influences the caLculation of the blood flow
rate to a greater extent than the actual thermar properties

of the probe.

Figures (5.5) and (5.6) show that the thermar properties

of the probe have littre effect on the time constant

measured. The primary factor is the size of the initiar
temperature perturbation produced by the assembry" with an
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EF of 10, Figure(S,S) shows that the blood flow level wiII
be overestimated" with this enhancement factor, exaggerated

temperature gradients exist in Lhe neighborhood of the

assembry at the start of the cooring period. Thus when the
povrer is turned off, the conduction of heat down the

temperature gradient, will lead to an overestimation of the

actual blood flow"

However, with an enhancement factor of one, the initial
temperature gradients will be sma11. Figure(5.6) shows that
with this EF the calcurated blood perfusion level is lower

than the actual level. since the only mechanism by which

heat may be removed from the probe is thermal conduction,

the temperature decay rate of the probe lags behind that of

the surrounding tissue thus teading to a lower apparent

brood flow varue. rt is expected that if the diffusivity of

the thermometer assembry were high enough the probe wourd

not Iag behind the cooling rate of the surrounding tissue.
However, for the range of thermar properties covered in this
study, the response rate of the probe appears to be

insensitive to the diffusivity.

Waterman ( I )

response time of

catheter there i
rate determined

results presented

has shown that with a

the temperature probe upon

s a resultant decrease i
using thermal clearance

here support glaterman' s

decrease in the

insertion into a

n the blood flow

techniques. The

findings but also
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indicate that the magnitude of the temperature perturbation,

and hence the self-heating effect play a sighificant role in

determining the size of the errors,

5"4 CONCLUSTONS

When using thermal clearance techniques in the

deterrnination of blood flow levels, signif icant errors may

be encountered if t.hermal conduction effects are neglected

in the analysis of the temperature decay curves. However,

these errors may be eliminated, even in the presence of

temperature gradients, if the measurements are taken at the

point of inflection. In addition, the thermal properties of

the temperature probe and the size of the temperature

perturbation in the initial distribution as a result of

heating of the probe provide further difficulties when

measuring blood perfusion leveIs.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS

The five heat transfer mechanisms which lead to the

development of the bioheat equation have been discussed and

numerical solutions of the bioheat equation using finite
difference techniques presented.

Using the model, the effects of self-heating of metallic
thermometers under microwave irradiation were studied. It
was observed that the perturbation in the temperature

distribution increases with an increase in the enhancement

factor and with an increase in blood fIow. Increasing the

dept.h at which the thermometer is placed in tissue and

increasing the diameter of the assembly both lead to a

decrease in the size of the temperature perturbation"

The maximum perturbation likely to be encountered in a

clinical setting is 3oCe1sius. The direct biological effect
of this perturbation will be small due to its Iimited
extent. However serious difficurties may be encountered due

to the overestimation of the temperature distribution, In

acldition, clinical trials designed to evaluate the efficacy
of a particular treatment regimen will be of limited use if
the dosimetry is incorrect due to artifactual Lemperature

measurements.

94
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This increase in tissue temperature in the vicinity of

thg probe may also have an effect on the determination of

brood perfusion levefs when using thermal clearance

techniques. Either overestimation or underestimation of the

perfusion lever will occur dependent upon the perfusion

leve1 itself and upon the enhancement factor of the probe.

However, the errors encountered as a result of the

serf-heating of the probe are sma]l compared to the errors
associated with thermal conduction effects in regions of

changing gradients.

Until more accurate and detailed anatomical and

physiological information can be readily obtained, the

accuracy and usefulness of any thermal model wiIl be

limited" The required anatomicar information includes a

detailed description of tissue structure, including the

presence of inhomogeneities, and a detailed description of

the vascurar bed. consideration of inhomogeneities would

then require a more detaired analysis of the interaction of

EM-waves with anatomical structures. The physiological
information required must include a desciption of the

response of both the tissue and the vascurature to a heat

insult.

A more rigorous analysis of the interaction of the

EM-field with metallic ternperature moniLoring devices may

allow for the correction of the thermal perturbation
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associated wíth these devices. Furthermoren Lhe continued

development of. nonperLurbing temperature probes and/or

noninvasive means of monitoring temperatures may eliminate
the need for these perturbing probes. Thus much work

remains to be done both in the modelling of the heat

transfer mechanisms involved in hyperthermia and on the

technology of heat delivery and temperature monitoring

systems "



DERIVATION OF

Àppendix À

THE HOPSCOTCH ÀLGORITHM

A" 1 THEORY

Consider the linear equation shown below

dU
= LU + 9(xryrt)

dr

where L is a second order linear differential
xry are the spatial variables and t is the time

is defined in detail below"

...(1"a)

operator and

variable " L

À solution is required in a closed region R in the x¡y

pIane. Therefore a grid is introduced in the region R,

giving a set of points (ih, jh) €- Rh where i, j are integers,
fi=1, . .. ,M, where t=mk is a plane paralle1 to R, with k and h

the mesh spacings in time and space respectively. If we let
uij represent the approximate solution to equation (1.a) at
the point ( ih, jh,mk) then the exact solution of the

differential equation at this point is U(ih,jh,mk). From

Gordon (1) we can write

mFIuij
ffi-l

ul J

m

sij
,¿¡
III¡ I

sij

tui j

m+1
Lui j

muij
muij

+ k(

+ k(

. " " (2.a)

.., (3"a)

-97
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The first step is to evaluate the solution at points
(i, j,m+1 ) using (2,a) for those points where (i+j)=even.

Then using equat ion ( 3. a ) evaluat,e t.he solut ion at those
n+1

points for which (i+j) is odd" Note: If Luij is a

replacement involving ufil una its nearest neighbors along
m*l rft'F I ftl-1 ft!-1.grid lines ( ui+1,j ,ui-1,j ,ui,j+1 ,ui,j-1 ) then the

algorithm is explicit. Àt the following time steps the

roles of odd and even formul-as are interchanged" Therefore

equation(2.a) is used where (i+j) is odd and equation(3"a)

is used at points with (i+j)even.

we can however replace equations (2.a) and (3.a) by a

single equation which defines the algorithm 1oca1Iy at aI1

points. For this we introduce the odd-even function

oij= | t if m+i+j odd
I
( 0 if m+i+j even

can write the replacement of (1"a) asThere f ore

ml-1
uij kei

m+l nr{-l-r-L Lull + 911 + kei j [r.ui ¡

we

m+Ij + sij l
.mI = uij

.m.gll I

". " (4.a)

which upon rewriting becomes

"lït = "ii + keij t ruï¡ +
m-Ll ¡TFl-l+ ko'ii' [lui¡ + gïj-:

.".(5"a)

Consider two successive equations of the form (q"a),
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... (6.a)

nL+z rÌ+2 m+2 rft{-Z m*l ff'l m*' ftF.luij - keij I Luij + sij ] = uij + keij llui¡ + eij ]

, rn*l ftf-l rû-l-l firFL m m m m'uij keij Iruij+sij-] = ui'j+keij lrui¡+sij]

. " " (7"a)

From (6"a) we have that

fr¡lnrl-lm+l nrflmmmm
keij-l tuij + sij I = uij uij - koij [i.ui¡ * sij]

" " " (8.a)

to

ml-2
1l

ko

ni

...(10.a)

which allows the definition of a fast Hopscotch algorithm

for solution of the bioheat equation as shown below. The

algorithm is defined as proceeding from time level t=mk

forwards in time.

(1)nor interior mesh points , with (m+i+j) an odd integer,

the value of Til is overwritten with

(7.a) we obtain

]=

mmm
ij llui5 + sij]) ...(e.a)

m rr[-2
nteger eij=Oij =0and

and, substituting (8.a) in

rrl2 ûrl-2 ûrF2uij keij I rui¡ + 9

ml-I m

2uij ( uij +

Note that for m+1+j an eve

ft¡-z nrFl muij = 2uij uij

m*L m

Tij = Tij +
katmAtm
pc pc

for all í,j satisfying (m+i+j) odd.
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Where
m

LTij =

Note: step( 1

print-out has

Q)rt the values of

overwrite the values

equation:

nd Rij are defined as:
mm

1, j)-2t( i, j )+t(i-1, j ) l
mm

, ¡+1 ) -2T(i, j )+t( i, j-1 )l

- c(i,j,T)

) wilt only be used

been given at t=mk

t$l are
m

of Ti j for

if m=mo (starting point) or

(restart procedure).

required for print-out,
(m+1+i+j ) odd by the

mRij =

LTij a
m

[r(i+
m+ [r( i

H(i,j)

(12"a)

(13.a)

m*1
rij

kAt ÍrFl
--- ( rri j
pc

At ftFl+ Rij
pc

"""(14.a)

calculat i on

required for

) = Tij

Note: This def ines the val-ues of f;+j *itt (m+1+i+ j ) odd,

explicitly if the operator (l) is an E-operator. Since

tTij is a replacement which involves Tij and its nearest

neighbors along grid Iines ( ti+1 , j ,Ti-1 , j ,Ti, j+1 ,

Ti,j-1 ) then the algorithm is explicit, and L is
refered to as an E-operator. An E-operator can only be a

replacement of a 1 st or 2nd order differential
expression "

After print-out m is incremented

returns to step(1).if the values of

print-out proceed to step(3).

by 1 and the
ûrF I

Tij are not
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(3)For a fixed value of (i,j) with (m+1+i+j) odd, define Tij
by

m+I
Tij =

m kAt m*i- At ff{-l
rij + ---(Lrij ) + Rij .".(t5"a)

pc pc

the vatues of #]/-, ,i ,-ilJ */-1 required in

have been calculated in step( 1 ) . Next, the

can be overÞ¡ritten with TiÏ defined by

Notice that

this formula
m

value of Tij

m+2
Tij =

ml-l mzríj rij

For all allowab1e ( i, j ) with
m*1

by 1 . I f the values of Ti j

return to step(2), otherwise

and repeat.

"."(16"a)

(m+1 +i+j ) odd. Then increment m

are required for print-out then

return to the start of step ( 3 )

Math. 13,667 ,1965

Àpplics. 6,37 5-390 ,1970

Difference Methods for
Interscience ,1967

The above algorithm does not take into account the

redefinition of boundary data but this may easily be

incorporated at the start of step(2) or (3). It is also

worth noting that the Hopscotch algorithm may be compared to

the staggered mesh schemes used in fluid dynamical

calculations(3) "
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Appendix B

CÀLCULÀTION OF THE POINT OF INFLECTION

B.1 THEORY

By taking the second derivative of the temperature with

respect to depth in Foster's analytical solution(1 ) and

setting this to zeto, the point of inflection, where there

is no net thermal conduction, can be calculated.

Foster's anaì-ytical solution for the 1 -D steady-state

temperature distribution is written as

(-x/r.) 
_ !(y:_:_:(-*F )

"< *F?
o( (TÀ-To) (-*þt )

+ -------:- et-o< + /bf

Where the parameters are as defined in Chapter 3.

Lerring À = A/k(bf. l/r.2)

c = o<(r¡ - ro)/(a + 6Tl

-x/L -x F-..)+

ve of T(x

A/k
T(x) = ------)

bt -1 /f

+37

"".(1"b)

we have

t(x)
Taking t

dT
-1-ff

dx

B = (1/L + e)/( æ, + ,6El

=À(e Be

he first derivati

r -x/L
I (-t/¡,1 e B

L

_*,,18?
C e ".(2.b)
) with respect to x yields

-- -" 6? r -* /irt(-/ur)e l+c(-/ur)eI
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...(3.b)



The

d2r
--7dx

second

=nt'
derivative is

,, -x/L
l/r,') e

then given by

-*"8
B (bf ) e ' l

Setting

var iable

x(
e

Taking the natural

then yields

ero

we

derivative to z

he left hand side

[------r I
l_t"'ur)(an .)J

Iogarithm of both

the second

terms on t
1/r - FT)=

,.. [------1------l
[Í ut (en - ctl

his point occurs

for measuring t
pth the conducti

ere will be no ne

hermal clearance m

only on the blood

1

----____.
t /r, - tar

The depth at which t
the optimum position

rate. At this de

balanced, that is th

of that point. The t
therefore will depend

. " (6"b)

in tissue represents

he thermal clearance

on ef fects wi 11 be

t heat flow in or out

easured at that point

flow at that point.
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Ê

-* [ar+ c (bf ) e

" (4"b)

the xand grouping

obta i n

.."(s.b)

sides and solving for x
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